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CHAPTER T
	 `
INTRODUCTION
aeactar energy-storage do-to-dc converters are presently among the most
efficient methodsof do power conditi;,^ing. As a result they are seeing
widespread applications wherever do power is needed. Uc-to-dc con^^erter
technology has progressed from the cut-and-try designs of the past to
advanced mathematical methods for modeling and design, These highly
sophisticated methods are justifiable because of their increasing popularity
due to the high efficiency of the system and because the family of energy-
storage regulated do-to-dc converters presents many formidable problems in
the design of individual components and of complete systems due to the highly
nonlinear characteristics inherent in these converters. One area of paramount
concern and, until recently, limited understanding is the predictability of
the stability of closed-loop regulated do-to-dc converters. The lack of
analytical methods to study the stability of these systems has caused many
users to avoid do-to-de switching converters and to apt for less efficient
series regulators or other dissipative regulators.
As recently as 1973 ^l] small-signal frequency-domain characterization
of do-to-dc converters was introduced. These sma11-signal models employ
various methods to essentially linearize the highly nonlinear do-to-dc con-
verter about an operating point. This linearization allows the application
of familiar iireai^ control theory to the nonlinear system. Loop gain and
closed-loop gain can be calculated. Gain margin and phase margin can be
obtained from the lflop gain of the system and can be used as criteria for the
design of a do-ta-dc converter or they can be used to determine the degree
ii
V'^._
k^ a3	 r
r •l.
i ^ _	 r
of stability of an existing converte r.
In addition to the conventional loop gain and closed-loop -gain that
pro,+ide information about the stability of the isolated converter these
small-signal methods can also be used to predict the behavior of a converter
in ^+ifferent input and output environments. Input impedance and output
i m^,ed^.*^ce can be calculated ; n the frequency domain all awl ng the predicting
of the effects of an input filter stage or a frequency dependent load on
fatal system stability. knowledge of the input impedance of a do-to-dc
converter will also a11ow optimum design of an antecedent input fi lter stage
to ensure total system stability. Another transfer function of interest is
the attenuation of a disturbance on the input voltage through the clo:aed
1 oap converter to the output voltage. T ^^i s transfer function i s ter^^e^l
"audio susceptibility" and provides valuable information when com^^aring the
performance of two ar mare converters.
Many different analytical models are available ^1-6], however, to the
author`s knowledge, there has been very little documentation concerning the
physical measurement of these sma11-signal frequency-domain transfer functions.
The existence of these measurements is important for two reasons. First,
to ver'sfy the validity of 'she existing models, and second, to allow the
characttarization in she frequency domain of systems that are too complex to
allow exact modeling. This work introduces simple procedures for the
measur^^^nt of the loop gain, closed-loop gain, output impedance, and the
audio susceptibility of cl ased^-loop regulated dc^-to-dc converters. Procedures
for the R^astirement of input impedance are not presented in this thesis.
Chapter II includes a brief presentation of one small-signal analytical
model of the power stage of a do-to-dc converter. Also included in Chapter II
is the small-signal analysis of Q feedback controller netwar{c that is used
_;
------
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	 in conjunction with the power stage to construct aclosed-loop converter.
The Ghapter III presents the procedures of the measurement techniques that
are the principal subject of this e^'i •ort. Finally, in Chapte7^ IV, experimental
results are obtained i:rom two experimental converters and are compared Faith
data calculated 6y computer i=rom the analytical model oi: the closed-loop
system discussed in Chapter II.
_•___.	
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C{-IAPT^R II
A^dALYTICAL D^RI`dATIdN OF CONVERTER
SMALL-SIGNAL TRANSFER FUNCTI^}^!S
Power Stage Transfer Functions
^^^
^^	 3
t'	 +"1
fi
Analytical modeling of inductor-erefgy-storage power stages is a
specific application of the linearization of switched networks containing
energy storage elements. Many studies have been concerned with the devel-
opment of sma`i l-signal models fo:^ converter power stages ^1-6^. These
studies vary wide?^^ in the specific approach to the problem but fortunately
they all lead to essentially identical final results.
Almost all of the research efforts in this field have modeled the
ele^^ents in the power stage as ideal or near-ideal. Capacitor equivalent
series resistance ^ESR} is often the only loss taken in4o account. The
results o^^ physical measurements presented as a topic for this thesis have
demonstrated the need to include additional losses in the power stage elements.
As a result, one of the simplified lineari zation schemes has been modified
to include resistive lasses in the power stage transistor switch, the
commutating diode, and in the windings of the energy-storage-inductor ^2^.
The admission of these losses in the analysis greatly irk roves the correlation
between analytical results and experimental measuren-^nt. The complete
derivation of this modified linearization scheme is complex and detailed
discussion wi11 not be attempted in this report. Instead a brief overview
will be presented to provide continuity.
A taodel of the voltage step-up power stage network •that is used as
k.
yy4;
1'
x^
•-- oat'-s^r^^----""_'•-r^^•""='^ar.^"'^"'."...
..
	 ..
..	 ^.•,
,.:,-use
	 s.,,,._-. a.......w..
^}
6an example for this lirzarization scheme is shown in figure 2.1a. The
y
f
	 vari ati anal output current i 4 i s a current that i s injected into the ci rcui t
allowing a small signal perturbation far the measurement and calculation of
output impedance. The transistor switch and the output diod^:in:the power-.
stage may be represented by the piecewise linear approxir^ations appearing
in Figure 2.1b, The state variables for this network are the inductor
current and capacitor voltage ix and v D , idealized waveforms for these
state variables appear in figure 2.1c. The duty cycl e (on-time divided
by the total switching period} of the power stage t^^^nsistor switch is
determined by a ct^ritroller that continuously monitors the output voltage of
the converter. The analyti ca3 derivation of the gain function of the
ccmtroll e r wi 11 be discussed i n the next section .
Referring to figure 2.ic ^he power stage transistor switch is turned
an at t=tD and off at time t= 	 ton by the duty cycle contra:ler. The
transistor switch is turned on again at t=T^t Q where T is the switching
period of the controller, if the inductar current should fail to zero
during the off ti^;^ of the transistor the converter is Said to be operating
`s,^^
^.<: ^:;
F^
.'	 ^	 '
r"
in the discontinuous conduction mode. Taff and Taff i ndicate the interval
where the inductor current is non -zero and zero respectively during the
transistor off time. If the inductor current never fails to zero {Toff-g^
the converter is said to be operating in the continuous conduction mode.
During each of the three different time intervals tTon , Toff' Tofi: ^
the elements of the converter will appear in three different configurations
that may be described by three different sets of state equations. These
three different configurations are shown in figure 2 , 1d. A71 three sets
are needed to describe the converter behavior in the discontinuous conduction
f
rr^i'^
. ^:
^^
REALITY
{a} Power stage network model
^D	 ^^
tb} Transistor and d^ade models
	 ^dZIG^^
vas	
-^^^
Ton	 Toff °"^^""To^
T
te} Cagacitn^r voltage anr# inductor current for subintervals Tan' Tof'^F' Toff
L r^ ^	 ^	 ^o
± v^ r^
	
rG ^^ ^
TQ^
.L rye ^® rp ^
	 ^^
^ ^^	
r^ ^ $
Toff
^ i^
^^ ^ ^L
rr
Toff
{d} Network configuration for the subintervals Ton, 
Toff, 
roof
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made but only two sets are necessary far the continuous conduction mode
tToff = 0). The converter pe rfarmance over the en tire switching period T
can thus be obtained by applying the appropriate set of state equations
during the corresponding time interval. l'he initial conditions of one set
of equations are deter^r+ined by the values head at the end of the previous
time interval {determined by the previous set of state equations.
For simplicity only eontinuaus conduction operation will be described
here. Discontinuous conduction analysis is similar but uses an additional
set of state equations fvr the interval Toff.
During the interval t 0 < t < ton the power stage transistor is on and
	
h	 !`
the st'aire equations are
2	 df ^ • ^1
dtC = f1^vC,iO^	 d 2C =	 dtdt
(2.1^
di X _	 dpi x Y dgl ^' )
dt	 gl^^X' v 1 3 	 dt2 	 dt
During the interval tan < t < T ^ t0 the power stage transistor is off
and the state eq^^ati ans are
dvC ^	 d2vC _ dfZ
 (' ^
dt	 f2 ^ vC'^ X' v ^'' j 0^	 ---^	 dtdt
di X	 dpi X	 dg2 {' )
rTt— g2^vC'^x'vI'10}^ d^ w r^t...^
(^.Z^
.^.,^.,
N'....__...
	 _.....	
_.... __ .. _._.._..	 _..... ._.... .._.
	 ^.._..i
	 ::.!'.^T.,e^r1i^:P.:1MlaaYrlYh[.'L^,a,_^a^+[ _. _^.n _ _^!—c;^..
	 ^..	 ,
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The state variable waveshapes may be approximated by a Taylor series
expansion retaining only the first three terms, The Taylor series is an
acceptable ^r^thod to obtain the solutions for the end of each ti p interval
{	 tan and to+T) in terms oi: the in itial condi ti ons and derivatives at
the beginning of each time interval {t0 and	 ton ). So for the interval
beginning at t0
 and ending at
	 tan
	
dv (t }	 (t -t )2 d2v {t }
v(t ) - v(t)+{t ..t) C O ^,	 on e 0	 C OC on - C O
	
on 0 ^^ "-'	 2.	 d^` Z
(Z.3)
di (t)	 (t -t )2 dZi {t )
'x(ton) _ ^ x (ta ) + E ton-t^) Xc^t- 0 ' + °n^--^° — d—-
And for the interval beginning at 	 ton and ending at T
dv { 't )	 (T+t -t }Z d2v (	 t )
vC(T+tO } = vC(
	 tan) + {T+tO-''an) C t	
on ^,	 0. an -	 C 
2 
on
dt
(Z.4)
di (	 t }	 (T+t -t ) Z d2i ( t )
i X {T+tO ) = i
X( ion ) ^' {T+tO-ton) X t 
on ^,	 0• on	 Xdt2 on
Combining Z,i and 2.3 and setting t 0
 to 0 (t0
 being an arbitrary starting
time) and replacing (t an -t0 ) with Toy,.
C
1	 ^
^ c
Z	 ,
v {t ) - v {0} + T f ( v ,i) ^. Ton df 1 ( )C an - C	 on 1 C 0	 ^ -"3^ "-
T^n2 dgl{'}
^X {ton ) = iX{0} * Ton g1 { ^X' vT } ^' z^ dt
combining 2.Z and Z.^ and replacing {T+t o-tan ) with To,^.^
{2.5)
Sla
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I
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Toff2 df2 ('}	 '
^ 2! cwt ^-
(2.6}
2
Toff" dg2(')
^X(T) 
r 3 X{ton } + Toffg2 (vC' i X'vI'^0 ) { ^ ^t
^!3bstituting 2.5 into 2.6
2	 T - Z df .
v' (T)=v (p)+T f {v ,i ) ^ T' f {v ,i ,v , i } T^ on dfl ^^) ^, off	 2 ( 
)
C	 C	 on i C 0	 aff 2 C X I 0	 2.	 dt	 ^^
(2, 7)
iX{T)=iX{Q}+Tongl{iX,vl)+T4ffg2{vC'^X'vI''C) +
T^ dg
^^ To^dgc^t
Equations Z.7 are known as discrete-time-recurs;on equations for
recursion period 7. These equations describe the performance of the do- to-dc
converter at the end of the switching cycle by using information available
at the 6egirs;;ing of each switching cycle. Description of the operation
of the system at intermediate values of time during the period T has been
obscure .^i.	 Rearranging equatians 2.7 and dividing each side by T results in
vC(T)_vC(o) = T
°n f v ; ) + Tofff v ,; ,v ,; ) + 
Tonz dfl(') + Toff2dfZ(')
^ 1^ C' 0 `'^` 2 { C X I Q ^^ ^^
(2.^}
^X{T) -^X(fl) ,. an	 Toff	 ^	 TonZ dg l { ^ ) • Toff d9Z{°)
T	 - ^' g'I{^X,vZ)+^2(vC,^x,vI,^Q)+.,^,^._ d'^!—^ 2T —^----
Equations 2.8 are discrete-time difference equatians for the difference
period T, divided by the period T. If the time variables are assumed to
change only slowly with rasped to the total switching period, equations
2a8 can be written in the form of differential equations. Far this reason
vC(T)	
vC{tan} + Tofff2(vC'^X'vI'^D}
^1'a.
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this small signal model is valid only for frequencies up to • half of the
converter switching frequency. The value of a physical measurement beyond
half of the conversion frequency is also quesi:ionaGle so no problem arises
from this limitation on the model. Rewriting equations 2.8 in the form of
differential equations and replacing { Ton/T) with the duty ratio a and
P
( offJT) with ( l -a) provides
dv^ r 
of (v^,i } ^' ( l °^} f ( v^9^^9 v 9i ) -^ T a2 dfl 
(^^ { -^ l ^ } z dfZ (' )
dt '^ l C^
	 2 C X I^	 2	 cTt -^ ^ r
C (^.9)
di^ ^ ag (i ',v } + ( 1 -a}g (v ,i ,v ,i } ^' T a2 d-° (^° ^- ^' T l..a }^ d9^ {' J^t^ l X I
	
2 C X I 0	 2	 dt	 2(
fi^(v^,iX,c,vl,i^)
X
v^ and ii in equations 2.9 are distinct from v^ ar^d i X in all previous
equations because equations 2.9 arm continuausotime differential equations
that have been derived From discrete time equatians concerned only with
the behavior of the converter at exact paints in time (t^ anc^t^+T}. Equations
2.9 provide no information concerning the behavior of the converter between
these points in ti ma. However, if small signal variations are the only
concern, equations 2.9 prove very useful.
If the variables in the right -hand side of equatians 2,9 are allowed
to have variational (ac) components then equatians 2.9 can be rewritten
s
,. f
-9
.,
12
dv^ ^ a11 vC ,ac + a12 z X,ac + ^ll aac + b12vl,ac 
+ 
^13^fl,.:c
^P.lfl^
diK ae a a. v*
	
+ a22^X ac ^ b2i^`ac: + ^22vT,ac * b23in,ac^^ 21 ^,aC
wf^^r^:	 of
v^
a ll - av^
afv*
G
al 2 ^ ai X
^fv*
^^[ 1
^ fv^
_	 ^
X12 ' "°^
8f v^
C
b13 = g^
and:	 ^fi ^
aZl x
8 fi,^
a22 x
3fi^
X
X21 a
^fi*
X
b22 ^ a vl
.	 afi^
!	 ^D23 - a i0
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The derivation is now at the point of making the final step in the
small -signal analysis of the voltage step-up power stage. Transformation
of the time differential equations in z.10 into the frequenc y domain is
accomplished by applying the Laplace transform assuming that the system
is initially at rest with the initial conditions of all perturbations
equal to zero. The results of the transform are
svgs) 
= a11 V C ts} ^' a12i x^5 ) ^ b11 A(s} + b1 ^Y^(s} ^ blaia(s)
(z.11)
si^^s) w a21 v^(s) ^ a^^x^s) -^ ^z1 At$) + b22V I (s) ^' bz 3Sats)
equations z,11 can be^rearranged and combined to obtain V^(s^ and
iK[s) i n terms of A^(s) , U^ Gs } and I^ [s ] . Further manipulations wi l l
provide these dependences with gain constants, zeroes and poles.
The most important concern in converter systems is the output voltage
vast) and its transformed counterpart Vats). ^y using the value of trie
filter capacitor and the value of the equivalent series resistance of the
filter capacitor, it is possible to determine va(t} in terms of va(t) and
similarly Va ts} in terms of Va[s).
The frequency dependent transfer functions of concern are audio
susceptibility Va(s}/VT(s}, and output impedance Va(s)/Ta(s}, For the
case of the voltage step-up converter dynamic input impedance is available
from the ratio V^^s)JIX(s}. The duty cycle controller provides the transfer
ratio A(s)IVaLs}. l3tilizing the duty-cycle transfer ratio with the power
stage transfer ratio allows the calculation of loop gain and closed-loop'
gain
<.	 .,	 .,.	 ,
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Si^rilaf^ reasoning carp be applied to the current step-up and the
current-ar-voltage step-up do-ta -dc converters t:^ obtain frequency domain
models. It shauld be Hated that the steps involved in made3ing tf^e
converters without the a31 important lasses are identical to the analytical
procedure outlined here. The Jassy case is more complex but is else more
descriptive of the physical circuit.
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Feedback Controller Transfer hunctions
The gain of the composite feedback controller network may be evaluated
by separating the network into three cascaded gains, The first gain is ^
the resistive attenuator gain. The second gain is that of the error
amplifier. The ginal stage of the feeabaCk network is the pulse width
modulator ^PWM). The P4^M is actually ar ► analog to pulse-train converter
producing an output pulse with a width that is proportional to the input
uoltage. This proportionality is ti"ie gain of the PWM stage. The circuit
diagram of tine 5^eedback controller network is shown i n figure 2.2,
The resistive attenuatar gain may be obtained by a simple voltage
divider calculation. Including the input impedance of the error amplifier,
the resistive divider appears as in figure 2.3. The exact values of Rl
and 
R2 depend on tie level of output voltage. Two power stages are used
in the ^apter TV to compare theory and experiment. These pov^er stages
are a voltage step-up and a current step-up converter. They bath use the
same feedback controller network but operate with different output voltages
and therefore v;1th different values of ^.
For the voltage step-up converter
V^ = ZaV	 Rl w 75k^	 R2 = 4kt^
^ = 0.16
For the current step-up converter
V^ = 12V	 Rl = 8.2kSt	 R2 = 10.$ks^
^=Q,3g
_.. _
_^----
CC^iT^CL^.E^
To Power
S^®ge ^7u$put
Voltage
V^ ^^'l^
l ^?l4
m P^^^
4V
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^ 1^:4^C
• "'"	 ^P1"0^
 Voltage
CA-	 ^ngit ^S^art Up)
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l k^
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'^® Power	 ^^	 ^	 3
Sege	 ®ase	 ^.^K	 Qp^ical
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T^^sis^or	 ^mi^ker
Qrlver
Figure 2.2 Constant-frequency feedbacie con^rai^er used in experimental
converters of chapter iV.
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The next stage is the error amplifier. This particular error
amplifier is an operational amplifier in an inverting summ <:r configuration.
The reference voltage is negative providing a difference arr^1ifier operation,
The isolated error amplifier and the corresponding gain calculations appear
in figure 2.4. The constant K may be disregarded because only small signal
changes are of concern.
The error voltage limit Zener diode s pawn in figure Z.2 is not involved
in the evaluation because the Zener effect is only present during start-up
and same transients, The ^l^fade appears as an open circuit during steady-
state operation. The Zener diode is present to ensure a maximum on-time
for tie power stage switching transistor,
The Pl^M gain can be deterr^i ned graphi cal iy. A strai ght -1 i ne approxi coati an
of the triangle generator output i s s hor^rn i n fi aura 2.5. f^si ng a strai ght-
.^,
line approximation instead o^ tote true exponential capacitor charging
voltage is justified because only small signal perturbations are of concern.
An ascill ogram of the actaal triangle wavesinape ;s shown i n fi gure z, 6.
F'ig^re 2.5 illustrates the aWtian of tine vantage comparator by super-
imposing an arbitrary errar voltage of 4 volts on top of the triangle
generator output. The corresponding an-time and off-time are indicated
below the time axis. An oscillogram of this operation is shown in figure
2.1. The discontinuities in the error voltage in figure 2.7 are due to the
equivalent series resistance of the power stage output filter capacitor. A
slight delay can be seen between the crossing of the two voltage waveforms
and the turn nn/off of the power transistor base drive. These delays are
constant far any value of duty cycle and therefore have limited effect on
small sign •.
 gain calculations.
—	 - —	 ^^	 _	
^
v
^^
-^v
1I5,4^K
Figure 2.4 Error amplif7er network of figure 2.2
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Figure 2.7 Oscillogram of the triangle wave generator and error
voltage with the corresponding base drive an-time and
off-time indicated below. Oscillogram taken from circuit
of figure 2.2.A: Triangle wave generator, B: Error volts
C:Base drive current
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P4i^l gain cal cut ati ans can be obtained by dividing the stragi th 1 i ne
triangle wave approximation into two ramp-like waves. each ramp will
control the gain along arts edge of the total an-time pulse. Figure 2.g
illustrates this idea.
tVc°Vb^T1
Taal ^ V
bus°Vb^T^
and
tvE -vb^ ^Tl+T2)
Ton - Ton l + Ton ^ `
	
Va - V
..^
o ( VE_Vb )T
V
Ton __ VE°Vb
a ^ ^ Va^-I b
^	 Sa _ Da
	
1
av ^ E' = Va^vb
Far the constant -frequency controller being analyzed
I
^	 Va = 5.1V	 Vb W 2.6V
AC ^
	 ^	 ^
av^	 - .6	 '
This result may also be intuitively realized by observing that varying
a from 0 to 7.0 requires an error voltage swing from 2.6 to 5.1 vans,
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Figure 2.8 fame graphs for the derivation of the gafn of the prise- w id^th-
mgdulatgr of the circuit q'F figure 2.2.
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As mentioned befor2 , the compr,si te gain of the feedback loop can be
evaluated by cascading the three gatins that have been determined.
P
^i]b	 CVO d^^ ^^
^'°^x^x
The gain is determined assuming tl^a^ there are no fv^e^uenc3 ► dependent
elements present in the feedback loop. This is a realistic assumption if
the small signal s3^^usoidal perturbation frequency is small with respect
to the bandwidth of the error amplifier.
Far the voltage step-up converter witE^ ^ = O.16
A{s)/11^ts) = 0.53
For the current step-up converter with B = a.39
A(s)J1^^ts^ = 1.8
^n chapter TV the quantity k^s)/Vg {s) is entered into a computer
analysis program as B^1 F where HF ^ 4.6 and ^ is the appropriate value
corresponding to the power-stage under analysis.
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•CNAPTEit III
EXpERIMENTAi. MEASUREMENT pROCEUURES
Introduction
In this chapter experimental procedures are presented far the measure-^
meet of four important frequency-domain transfer functions of closed-loop
regglated do-ta-dc converters. The four transfer functions are; loop gain,
output impedance, closed-loop gain 9 and audio susceptibility. Each procedure
is preceded by a diagram of the experimental layout. It is strongly
suggested that 6efare using any of the procedures the experimentor should
thoroughly read and understand the necessary steps involved. 	 ^
An equipment list is included as the first section of each procedure.
This equipment li st is not intended '.:a be restrictive as equipment sub-
stitutions are of course passible. The procedures are by na means unique.
They are but one way of obtaining valid experimental data. Any constructive
innovation by the reader is encouraged,
All four of the measurement schemes use a wave analyzer as the basic
measurement toa1. A wave analyzer contains a frequency tunable voltmeter
that will provide only RM5 magnitude information. For this reason only
the magnitude of the transfer function is accessible far all of the transfer
functions except loop gain where both magnitude and phase are available.
All of the measurement procedures involve the in^ec^ian of a small
perturbation voltage into the closed -loop canver^er system. This voltage
infection is accomplished by using an audio is olation transformer manufactured
.,^
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by Solar Electronics. This- transformer is an energy-storage transformer
that i s sped fi cal ly designed to aZ l aw tl^^ i `n^ecti an of small -si g^asl
perturbati ens i ntu cb^tiductors carrying ^l arge^ dd currents .
Each of the procedures recuire the measurement of small sir^usoid^^l
perturbation voltages riding on a de 1eve1. Following accepted convention,
these small-signal perturbational companer^ts of the entire signal are labeled
wi th a caps tal primary letter sui3scri peed " by a "lower-case letter fall owed
by a lower-case ' = e'► to indicate the R {^iS valde of tf^e small signal sinusoidal
voltage. As an example the symbol "Of 1e" represents the RNiS magn^tude`^f.
the perturbation voltage at the input of the dc-^to-dc converter. T^^^fact
that the RMS magnitude is indicated is because it is this magnitude that
is provided by this particular voltmeter. the peak-to-pews ar zero-ta-peak
magnitude can also be used because the magnitudes of the small-signal
1
perturbations always appear in ranios with voltage magnitudes in - both the
numerator and denominator.
The !measurement of loop gain is obtained from a procedure outlined by
B.i}. Pierce ^^^ intended for use in feedbacks systems containing integrators
and later expanded by R.A. .Middlebraok ^^] to an application to do-ta-dc
converters. A closed-loop do-to-dc converter is similar to a feedback
system containing integrators because if i:he loop is opened to facilitate
the rr^asurement oi • loop gain, the operating point of the system is destroyed
making any measurements ambiguous. Far this reason it is necessary to
measure loop gain while the system Ys operating closed-loop. This is
accomplished 6y i n jecti ng a vol toga w th 'the Audi o isolation transformer
-.:-:	 r.:
at a point in the loop - such. that the impedance to ground in the forward
direction around the ` laop is much'greatar than the impedance to ground
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lao^cing bac4^ward around the loop. Such a point is available in all
do-to-dc converters between the load and the resistive attenuator of the
controller network. There are thus three voltages available. These
voltages are shown in figure 3.2 as v x , vy , and vx and are related such
that vx = v^ -^ vy . The magnitude of the transfer function i s the roll o
^f 
uye to VKe and by using the magnitude of the injected voltage Vxe phase
infarmat^on 1S obtainable.
Y
t00p Gai ^1 24 log { ^ ^ d^
^^
2	 2	 lI2
^° 2cos-1	 uxe 
- luxe"dye}
— —	 4 VXeVye
The sign of.fhe phase of the transfer function is am^iguaus but
proper° choice i s +asual 1y obvious from the behavior of the magr,'I.tude
response,
The output impedance of a converter is also measured b;y a voltage
injection method using the isolation transformer. The der^tvatian of the
output impedance from a voltage injection is shown below f •^gure 3.1, The
output impedance i s cal cui aced i n deci be 1 s referenced to 1st t,o facilitate
the display of the data .
^$
'R. ;^f
Output Impedance - 24 log ^ Abe dB
ae a
The closed-taop gain of a do-to-dc converter is the susceptibility
of the output voltage to a disturbance in the reference voltage. To make
compari son between two converters operating at different output voltage
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Figure 3.1 Diagra^ for the deriva^i^on off' the output impedance oi : a
regulated do-tondc converter.
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andJor reference voltage levels more meaningful, the closed-loop Hain
:,
	
presented here is a normalized closed-loop gain.
normalized Olosed-Leap Gain = 20 log 	 Voe^VO AVi+	 dB
REAVrefs E , E
Audio susceptibility is defined as the susceptibility of the output
voltage to disturbances in the input voltage. This transfer function is
also norritalized to allow comparisons between converters operating at
different voltage levels.
Audi o Suscepti bi 7 i t,^ 20 1 og	 Voe^^O ,AVE	 dB
ie LAVE
1^`^!
-^.	 ,
^^
The magnitude of the injected voltage used in each of these fre^uency-
domain energy-storage converter measurements is critical. One must remember
that these systems are highly nonlinear and too large an Injected voltage
would make a linear system approximation about an operating point invalid and
^^rould lead to distortion in a measured transfer function. The injected
voltage should be sma11 enough to preserve a linear system approximation
about the operating point but should be large enough to avail prob]ems
due to the unavoidable switching noise present in all converters of this
type.
Ali energy-storage do-to-dc converters operating at steady-state have
two possible mortis of operation with respect to the current in the energy
storage inductor. If the current through the inductor is not allowed
to fall to zero during the switching cycle the converter is said to be
operating in the continuous conduction mode, mode 1. if this current is
allowed to fall to zero t4^e converter is said to be in mode 2 m the
--
discontinuous. conduction modes 'f he frequency responses of the power stage
transfer functions vary vastly from one mode of opera•^ion to the other.
Precautions are included in all four procedures to ensure that the infected
perturbation voltage does not farce the converter into bath modes of
operation during a measurement. If the operating paint of the converter
is very close to the transition from continuous to discontinuous conduction
it may be impassible to find a perturbation voltage small enough to
avoid twommode operation resulting in a fa'ise measurement. If this is
the case it is suggested that the converter be forced further into the
desired mode of operation by an appropriate change in load and that the
transfer functions obtained at this new operating point foe ^^sed as an
approximation to those of the desired operating paint,
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loop fain X7,8] Reference firgure 3.2
^ u. c^n^
DC power source
2 (or more) channel oscilloscope with adding capabilities
Wave analyzer (HP 30^A or similar)
2 lx Voltage Probes
Audio isolation transformer (Solar Electronics ^ZZD^IA ar similar}
Buffer amplifier (^cIntosh 75 or similar)
1 Current probe
Load resistor
Procedure
1 } Turr^ all pourer off
2) Place the secondary of the audio isolation transformer between the
pDSitive side of the load resistor and the resistive divider network
of the controller.
3) Connect the output of the beat frequency oscillator {BF^O) in the
wave analyzer tD the input of the buffer amplifier. Turn the gain of
the BPO and the gain of the buffer amplifier to zero (full CCW).
Do not connect the output of the buffer amplifier to the isolation
transformer.
4) Connect the signal-out for vertical Dut} of the oscilloscope to
the input Df the frequency selective voltr^ter in the wave analyzer.
Turn the SenS'Itl +lity of the Voltmeter tD the l east Sensitive position.
5} Place a ix probe an the terminal of the secondary of the audio isDlatioil
transformer that is closest to the load resistor (V^) and connect this
a
probe to channel 1 Df the oscilloscope. Invert channel 1 of the
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the audio isolation transformer that is closest to the resistive
di vi aver network of the control 1;or ^Y,xe.^a . Connect: this .grebe ^o
channel 2 of the osc31'[oscop^e^ AC coupi;e b^^h i ^ap^t^.. ,Sep
tile. gain of both channels tp 0,1 ^ Q,2 t[jdiv^ 1'he gams r^ust'^e
eq^a1 because. file osci ^ l^scope wi 11 be used. i.n the ; addi ng. made. For
loop gain test^,.the ascill,oscope is used as a switch to choose
between Vxe or Vye and as an adder to add. V Xe and Vye to obtain Vze.
6.) Turn the convert^r.on..
?? "urn on the ascillascope, wave analyzer, and buffer amplifier.
8) Connect tote ^^tp^t of the buffer. ampl i ri er to the ,pri mart' of the
audio isolation transformer. This is done after the converter is
started to avoid destructive transients passing backward through the
isolation transformer and rota the output of the bufifer amplifier.
^farning - Ifi the converter must be shut dawn, disconnect the buffer
amplifier from the audio isolation transformer before restarting.
9) Chec#c the setup. by placing the 8F0 frequency to 3g or 4^ hz. Increase
the gain of fiche buffer amplifier and the Rf0 until a sinusoid appears
on the oscilloscope when the two channels are added (Vze ^ Vxe-^ 11ye),
The magnitude of the injected sinusoid vindicated by the wave analyzer
voltmeter) should vary directly with. the amp3tude of the BFU, If
this is not the ease repeat a17 steps..
10^ Zero the gFC by placing the frequency at zero and increasing the
gains of the BFi^ and buffer amplifier slightly. Monitor the sum of
the two ase# lloscape channels ^vze ), If the 8Fg is zeroed properly
no sinusoidal oscillations w^11 appear in the oscilloscope voltage
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located below the BFO mater drive until the oscilloscope voltage
waveform is quiet.
11} The proper magnitude of the injected v61tage (Vze } must be chosen.
Observe the surn of the two oscilloscope channels tV^^}. pl ace a
current probe on the po^^er stage inductor current (I x). It is
desired to observe both Vie and I x ^t several paints over the fre-^
quency range of desired measurement. If more than two channels are
available simply connect the current probe to an unused channel. If
a two channel oscilloscope is being used either VXe or Vye must be
disconnected to allow the observation of Ix.
12) Keeping the magnitude of injected voltage ^Uze ) constant (magnitude
of injected voltage indicated by the voltmeter of the wave analyzer),
y'
vary the frequency of the BFO over the range of desired measurement,
If the power stage inductor current demonstrates that the converter is
moving in a,^d out of both modes of operation continuous and discontinuous
conduciz on} , decrease the magnitude of the-BFD. Find a BFO amplitude
such that for any frequency the converter is a7w^ys operatiR^ in the
Injected voltage ^Vze } may vary with frequency sa care must be
taken to ensure a constant magnitude for all frequency.
13} Tt is suggested t€^at the injected voltage to be used for the measurement
be no more than 80^ of the maximum magnitude determined in the previ ous
It should be noted that a smaller injected sinusoid wi11 provide
results that are more valid than a larger injected sinusoid. The
injected voltage sfiou1d be small to preserve a linear system approximation
it should be large enough to avoid
36
^^oblems with sw^itch^ng Weiss. A ^yp^ca1 acceptable ^n^eG^ed voyage
for loop ga3r^ tests woul d be 50 ,20fl mV RMS.
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Output Impedance Reference figure 3,3
...^,.^
Equipment List^^ ,, .d.
CC power source	 ^ .
`Z for more} channel oscilloscope
wave analyzer BHP 3C2A or similar)
2 1x vol^^ge probes
Audio isolation transformer =Solar Electronics b2^0-lA or similar}
Suffer amplifier (McIntosh 75 or similar}
1 Current probe
load resistor
Prue
1} Turn all power pff.
2) Flace the . secondary of the audio isolation transformer in series with
the load resistor between the load v^sistor and converter positive output.
3^ Connect the output of the beat frequency oscillator (BFO} in the wave
analyzer to the input of the buffer amplifier. Turn the gain of the
BFfl and the gain of the buffer amplifier to zero (full CGYi},
Da not connect the output of the buffer amplifier to the isolation
transformer.
4} Connect the $i gna'1-out (ar ver^ica^l out} of the oscilloscope to the
.input of the frequency selective voltmeter in the wave ana3yxer.
Turn the sensitivity of the voltmeter to the least sensitive position.
^} P1e^e a lx voltage ..probe on the output voltage o^ the dcdto-dc
converter tVoe } and connect this probe to channel 1 of the oscj^loscape,
.	 place a different lx voltage probe across the load resistor
f^ ;^e} and connect this probe to channel 2 of the
,:
- ;.
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oscilloscope, AC couple both inputs. Set the gain of both channels to
0,2-O.SVJdiv(gains should be equal for easier computation}. Far output
impedance tests, the oscilloscope is used only as a switch tv choose
between channel 1 (V0e ) or channel 2 (V0e).
6} Turn the converter on,
y} Turn on the oscilloscope, wave analyzer and buffer amplifier,
g} Connect the output of the buffer amplifier to the primary of the audio
isolation transformer. This is done after the converter is started to
avoid destructive transients passing backward through the isolation
transformer and into the output of the buffer amplifier, Darning -
If the converter must be shut down, disconnect the buffer amplifier
from the audio isolation transformer before restarting,
g} Check the setup by placing the BFO frequency to 30 or 4O F#z. Increase
the gain of the buffer amplifier and the BFO until motion is present in
the voltage waveforms observed on Channel 1 or 2 of the oscilloscope.
7Fie magnitude of both waveforms (indicated by the wave analyzer voltmeter)
A,^Y
	 should vary directly with the amplitude of the BFO. If one or bath of
. e, ,.	 these tests fails repeat all steps.
!^	 1
10} Zero the BFO by placing the frequency at zero and increasing the gains
of the BFO and buffer amplifier slightly. If the BFO is zeroed properly
no motion will appear in the oscilloscope voltage waveforms. If motion
is present, adjust the zero set kna^b located below the BFO motor drive
until no motion is evident in the oscilloscope voltage waveforms,
l7} Observe channel 2 of the oscilloscope (Va e ). If a two channel osci lloscope
is being used, remove the 7x probe connected to channel 1 and replace
it with a current probe that is monitoring the power stage inductor
!4^.
	
^i	 }
	
^	 ^	 ,
Yti
current. If other channels are available, leave the 1x grave (V0e)
connected to channel 1 of the oscilloscope and monitor the power stage
inductor current with another channel.
12) Keeping the magnitude of the injected load valtage (V^ e)consiartt (magnitude
of injected valtage indicated by the voltmeter of the wave analyzer),
vary the frequency of the BFO over the range of desired measurement.
Tf the inductor current demonstrates that the converter is roving in
and out of both modes of operation (continuous and discontinuous
conduction) decrease the magnitude of the OFD. Find a gF^ amplitude
such that for any frequency, the converter is always operating in the
desired mode.
Injected load voltage magnitude may vary with frequency sa care must
be taken to ansUrn a constant magnitude for all frequencies.
13^ Tt is suggested that the injected voltage to be used for^the
measurement be no more than ^Q^ of the maximum magnitude determined in
the previous step.
It should be noted that a smaller injected sinusoid will provide
^A't+t
.,:
` j^
..^
r.	 ^.^
i
^^;, ,
;^
t^
^ ^^
--,
results that are more valid than a larger injected valtage. The injected
voltage should be small to preserve a linear system approximation about
the operating point, however, it should be large enough to avoid problems
with switching noise. Atypical acceptable injected load voltage for out
impedance tests would be l,a-3.Q V alts RMS,
14) Tf a two channel oscilloscope is being used replace the voltage probe
(Vae ) to channel 1, reset the gain of channel 1 to that of channel 2,
and ac couple channel 1.
^^^	
..
,.
^^
magnitude of the small signal injected load valtage {VQe) Pram channel 2
of the ascillvscape(determined in steps 12, 13}. Recard the magnitude
of the sma11 signal output voltage 
^Voe} from- channel l of the
asci llascope.
16} Adjust the frequency of the ^3^0 to the nett paint of measurement.
Adjust the magnitude of the small signal injected load ^altage (channel 2)
until it is the same as that determined in step 12, 13: Record the
magnitude of the small signal output voltage {channel 1},
17} Repeat step 15 until the measurement range is covered.
10-15 data paintsIdecade are suggested with at least half in tf^e
first twa major divisions.
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^'[formalized Closed-Loop Gain Reference figure 3.4
B^uipment
e
OC power source
2 (ar more} chan^^l oscillas^ope
Wave analyzes tHP30ZA or similar} 	 .
^.i^ voltage probes	 .
- Audio isolation transformer (5a1ar Electronics 622(3-1A ar similar}
....Buffer arr^Qli^fier (^fc^r^t^sh 75 or similar}
i
1 Current probe
Load resistor
1 50 OHM resistor
i;
Prod
7} Turn all power off.
^} Insert the 50st resistor in series between the Zener reference and ground 	 ^
(the figure shawl a positive reference but :ie placement of the 50st
resistor would be the same ?f the Zener were inverted and negative
reference were used},
3} Place the secondary of the audio isolation transformer across the inserted
50^ resi-star.
G
4} Connect the output of the beat frequency oscillator (BFD} in the wave
analyzer to the input pf the buffer amplifier. Turn the gain of the BfG
and the gain of the buffer amplifier to zero (full CCW}. Do not connect
-^—
the output of the buffer amplifier to the isalatian transformer.
5} Canned the signal oat (ar vertical out} of the oscilloscope to the
input of the frequency selective voltmeter in the wave analyzer. Turn
tie sensitivity of the valtme^er to the least sensitive position.
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f
6) place a 1x voltage probe an th^s reference voltage of the do-to-dc
converter (Vrefe) and cotnect this prcbe to channel 2 aT 'the oscilloscope.
p lace a diffes^nt lx voltage probe on the output voltage of the do-to-dc
canverter(Vae) and connect this prone to channel 1 of the oscilloscope.
ac couple bath inputs. Set the gain of both channels to D.1-0.2 V/div
(equal gains far easier computation). For closed loop gain tests, the
osci1l®scope is used only as a switch to choose between channel 1 (V0e)
or channel 2.(Vrefe)'
7) Turn the converter nn.
8^) Using a do voltmeter measure and record the magnitudes of the do output
voltage 1/g ,AV6 and the do reference voltage VREF,AVB'
9) Turn on the oscilloscope, wave analyzer, and buffer amplifier.
1Q) Connect the output of the buffer amplifier to the primary of the audin
isolation transformer. This is done after the converter is started to
avoid destructive transients passing backward through thQ isolation
transformer and into the output of the buffer amplifier. Warnin _ If
the converter must be shut down, disconnect the primary of the audio
isolation transformer before restarting.
11) Check the setup by placing she BFO t'requency to ^D of 4tl ^z. Increase
the gain of the buffer amplifier and the BFO until motion is present in
the observed waveforms on the oscil1ascope. The magnitude of bath
waveforms (indicated by the wave analyzer voltmeter) should vary ^#irectly
with the amplitude of the BFQ. If one or bath of these tests fails repeat
all Steps.
12) Zero the BFQ by placing the fre q uency at zero and increasing the gains
of the BFO and buffer amplifier slightly. If the BFD is zeroed properly
,.	 .-	
-^.	 -
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S ,. na motion wi 7 1 appear i n tlae os c •. ] l os cope vo^'tage waveforms . T f
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^	 Doti on i s present, ad^7ust the zero► set ienob ^l dcatad oel ow the BFI
	
' ^	 mater drive until no mot-^on is evident ^n the osc9l^oscope voltage
wave^o ..
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;	 __
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Z8^ ^oserve che^hQl Z of tie o^ci1loscope {V 	 }. If a two cannelrefs
	^,^	 oscilloscope is being used, remoue the lx probe connected to channel 	 .
.,
1 and' replace it with a current probe that is mor^i^aring the power
stage inductor current. If other charnels are available. ]save the
`:r _.	 ix probe {V^e} connected to channel i of the os ci lloscope and monitor
_f
_;
the power stage inductor current with another channel.
14} Keeping the magnitude oT the injected voltage {Vrefe^ constant
{magnitude a^f the injected voltage is indicated by the voltmeter of
the wave ana],^zer} vary the frequency of the SFfl over the range of
desired measurement. If the inductor current demonstrates that the
	
. ^	 converter ,is moving in and out of the both modes of operation {continuous
and discontinuous conduction) decrease the magnitude of the gFO. Find
	
-. '	 a ^F^ amplitude such that for any frequency, the converter is always
^
f
'^^	 operating in the desired modes
	.^;^ l
	
Ynje^ted voltage magnitude may vary witf^ frequency so care must
	
^^.	 be taken to ensure a constant magnitude for ail frequency.
	
"r	 15} It is suggested that the injected voltage to be used far the measurement
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the. operating point. Rowever, it should be large enough to avoid problem
with switching noise. Atypical acceptable injected voltage for closed
loop gain tests would die 50-200 mV RN4S.
]6} If a tv3tg channel oscilloscope is being used replace the voltage probe
^^^70 } to channel 1, reset the gain of channel 1 to that of channel 2,
and ac couple channel 1.
l7} Place the BFO at the minimum of the desired frequency range. Adjust
and record the magnitude of ^he small signal injected voltage ^Vre fe}
from channel 2 of the oscilloscope (determined in l3, 14). Record
the magnitude of the small signal output voltage Vbe from channel 1.
1B) Adjust the frequency of the BFO to the next frequency of desired
measurement, Adjust the magnitude of the small signal injected voltage
(channel 2} until it is the same as that determined in steps l3, 14.
Record the magnitude of the small signa'i output voltage V Qe present at
channel 1,
19} Repeat step l7 until the measurement range is covered.
10-15 data points/decade are suggested with at least half in the
first two majflr di V'iSiflns.
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Figure 3.5 Layout diagram for the measurement of audio susceptibility
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Audio Susceptibility Refierence figure 3.5
.,
Equi pment i,i st
DC power source
2 {or more) channel osci l l ascope
Wave analyzer (SIP 3Q2A ®r ^i mi l ar)	 .
2 lx voltage probes
Audio isolation transformer ( Solar Electronics 6Z20^1A or similar) ^	 ::.
Buffer amplifier (Mcintash 75 ar similar)
1 Current probe
Load resistor
Pr cc^+dare
7) Turn all power off.
2) Place the secondary of the audio isolation transformer in series with 	 -`a
;^
the do power supply and the input tQ the dc,to-dc converter.
,a
3) Connect the output of the beat frequency oscillator (BFO) from the
wave analyzer to the input of the buffer amplifier. Turn the gain of 	 ^ _:
the BFO and the gain of the buffer amplifier to zero (full CCW), Co not	 ^ ^.
ca^:►^ect the output of the buffer amp to the isolation transformer.
^ 41 Connect the signal out (or vertical out) of the oscilloscope to the
input of the frequency selective voltmeter in the wave analyzer. Turn
	 .;
^:he sensitivity of the voltmeter to the least sensitive position ,
5) Place a lx probe an tt^e input voltage (Vie ) of the do-to-dc converte^^,	 ^ ,^
t:onnect this prcbe to channel 7 of the scope. Place a different lx
prcbe on the output voltage ( ►l 0e ) of the do-to-dc converter . Connect
this probe to channel 2 of the scope. Set bath cf the sensitivities of
^^
-.	 _
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the two vertical amp1 i fi ers to 0 . l^ cr 0.2 ^V/di v ` ^{..gains shoitl d be -equal
for easier computation.. 	 AC couple -both inputs.
:i
For audio susceptibility tests, the oscillo^^ape is u^^d only as ^ ^
Y.
a swi tch to choose between channel T ^-^iQ^ or c^i`annel -2 ( Voe) ' _-;^
-
6) Turn the converter on.	 Measure and recorc the do input voltage {VT,AVE} ^-^
and do output voltage (V(^,AVE} of the . converter v^ith a do voltmeter. ^
. 7^ Connect the output of the buffer amp1 i fi er t® the primary of the audi o "^
isolation transformer.
	 This is done after the converter is started ^
" ^
^^^
to avoid destructive transients passing bac^Cward through the transformer
=^
artd into the output of the buffer amplifier. 	 4^arnzn	 If the converter^,.^.^. ^ ^`^
must be shut dawn, d7 scannect the buffer amplifier from the audio ^-^^
isolation transformer before restarting. ^^
g ^ Check the setup by placing the gFC frequency to 3Q or 44 Hz.	 Increase ^ ^:
1
the gain of the buffer amplifier and the BFC until motion is present in
E
the voltage ^iaveforms on channel 1 and channel 2 of the osci llascope.
..
The magnitude of both wavefort^s [indicated by the wave analyzer valtmeter) ,	 ,
-:'f
should vary directYy with the amplitude of the QFO. 	 Tf one or both of	 ^
1
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-^ these tests fail repeat all steps.
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^W 1Q} Zero the BFO by placing the frequency at zero and increasing the gains
T.^
of the SFQ and bufi:er amplifier slightly, 	 Tf the BFO is zeroed properly
,.
.	 ^ -
^ no motion wi11 appear in the oseil1oscape voltage waveformso
	
Tf motion	 i ,.
^
is present, adjust the zero set knob be1Qw the BFC motor drive until
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` no moi:^ton is evident i n the ascill as cope vo ltage waveforms, (-?
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11^ observe channel 1 of the oscilloscope 
^^ie^,	 Tf a two channel ascil1oscape
is being used, remove the 1x probe from channel 2 and replace it with a
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currant probe Chat is monitoring the power stage inductor current. If
other channels are available, leave the 1x probe (V,ce } . connected to
channel Z and monitor the power stage inductor current with another
channel.
12} Keeping the magnitude of the injected voltage (channel 1) constant
(magnitude of injected voltage indicated by the voltmeter of the wave
analyser), vary the frequency of the BFQ over the range of desired
measurement. If the inductor current demonstrates Chat the converter is
moving in and out of both modes of operation (continuous and discontinous
conduction) decrease the magnitude of the BFQ, Find a BFQ amplitude
such that for any frequency, the converter is always operati^ig in the
desired mode.	 .
Injected voltage may vary with frequency so care must be ta^sen to
ensure a constant magnitude far a17 frequency.
13) It is suggested that the inject: Yoitage to be used for the measurement
be no more than 84^ of the maximum magnitude determined in the previous
step.
It should be noted tftat a smaller injected sinusoid wi11 provide
results that are more valid than a larger injected voltage. 'Che injected
voltage should be sma11 to preserve a linear system approximation about
tfte operating point, however, it should be large enough tc avoid problems
whit switching noise. Atypical acceptable injected voltage for audio
susceptibility would be Q,5-1,0 V;^1ts RMS.
14} If a twQ channel oscilloscope is being used replace the output voltage
probe {Idoe ^ to channel 2, reset the gain of channel 2 to that of channel 1,'
and ac couple channel ^.
^,
.
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j l5} Rlace the BFI at the minimum of the desired frequency measurement
	 ^',>
range. Record the magnitude of the small signal injected voltage {'d 7e }	 ;'-;
from channe] 1 of the oscilloscope {determined in steps 12, 13}. Retard
the magnitude of the small signal output voltage (V 0e ) from channel 2 of	 ,`,;j<.
I	 ?:;
the oscilloscope.
f
l6) Adjust the frequency of the B'Fti to the next point of desired measurement.
^	 Adjust the magnitude of the small signal injected voltage {channel l}
I
rantil it is the same as that determined in steps 32, l3. Record the
a	 magnitude of the small signal output voltage {channel 2}.
i
k 17) Repeat {16} until the measurement range is covered.
,:
laal5 Data points decade are suggested with at least half in the
,^
I	 ^
fi rst two major di vi s i an5.	 ^	 E :`
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CHAPTER ^V
EXPERF^^iT14L AHi^ ^ANRl.YTICAi. Ri`SUt,TB AND CD^9PRRT^i3Ii'
Introduction
To verify the experimental procedures for measuring1smail^signal
frequency domain transfer functions of converters ^+,ro regulated energy-
storage dc^to-dc converters were constructed and evaluated. The evaluation
of each converter consisted of applying the measurement techniques described
earlier in this work to provide experimental transfer functions and also
by obtaining theoretical transfer functions using a Pik ll/45 computer to
perform the necessary calculations given the converter element specifications.
Dne converter was a voltage step^up converter operating with canstant-
frequency feedback control {FQ1^11). The input voltage varied between lfi and
2^ volts with an output voltage of 28 volts. The aotput power was lid to
1DD watts and the frequency of control was 1Q kHz. The second converter
was a current step^up constant frequency converter ^FQC^I) operating with
an input voltage between 16 and 24 volts, an output voltage of 12 volts, an
output power between lD and aD watts and a control frequency of 1 p kHz.
Schematic diagrams of the power stages of each converter are ,
 shown i^t figures
4.l and ^.2. The contr©ller is identical for each converter except for the
setting of the output voltage sense potentiometer ^attenuaton ratio D). The
schematic diagram of the feedback controller is included in the analytical
derivation section figure 2 .E. Sact^ converter was measured and analyzed
in bath the continuous inductor current mode and in ^h^ discor^t 'i:nuous
. 4.
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inductor current mode. The circuit element values and externa71y imposed
operating conditions for each converter operating in each different mode are
shown below figures 4.1 and 4,2,
The computer aided analysis was accomplished by a program adapted from
software written by J. 6. Ferrante [4^. The program in its modified form
consists of a section that by entering the power stage configuration and
circuit element values including losses wi11 provide the power stage
smai 1 -signal transfer futtcti ons; V^ l^ } / R (s } , V^ ^s } / V^ (s) ,
V^ ^ (s) / i^ (s) .	 Those transfer functions are i n the frequency
domain and are in the form of a numerator polynomial divided by a denominator
polynomial, Each of the power stage transfer functions is then assigned
to a unique 61ock within the program. Another section of the program allows
the configuring of these blocks to construct feedback systems. The program
r
has the capability to add, subtract, multiply or divide. any black by any
other block. Also available is the option to class a feedback loop with
a block in the forward path and a ^iifferer^t block in the return path.
The transfer function A(s)/V o (s) associated with the controller far
each of the converter power stages is entered as two separate blacks. The
attenuator ratio B is represented by the first block. The second block is
HF and is the lumped gain of the error amplifier and pulse-width-modulator.
	 j
i
These two gains are assumed to be independent of frequency for this particular 	 ,
controller. These controller transfer functions are separated to allow	 ,
access to the reference voltage for c1a[zd-loop gain calculations. The
product of the two controller transfer functions is the ratio of the duty
cycle A to the converter output voltage Uo, ^^F = A(s)/Vo {s},and is calculated
in chapter II,
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Figure ^.3 shown the car^figuring of tie -frequency dependent blocks
r
within the computer analysis. Figure 
^I
^^ a `is the block diagram for loop
gain and c®nsi `5^S cf the gain of the feedback controller ^li F multiplied by
the power stage gain Vg(s^lA{s). Figure 4.3b is the black diagram far
au^put i ^edance whi c^ _ . ^^^lates ^^ to I oa , lhe, dutput ihipedahce requires
..
..a ^l asec^-i acp c4r^fi guration: ^i gore 4.3c is ^] sd a c^^sed-i aop conf^ gurati on
and provides the small -signal narr^a ,lized closed- loop gain of the do-ta-dc
converter, in other wards 9 the suse^ptibility of the output voltage to
disturbances i n the referea^ce vol °gage. Figure 4. ^d i s the black diagram
for audio susceptibility and is else a clasedtllaap c+^hfRgura^io^n.
Fallawirtg figure 4.3 are fear analytical-experimental comparison
sections.. They are tine canstant Mfrequertcy ^dl^^ge step-up cpn^rerter ( FQIIEJ}
operating in the continuous conduction made ^^mpde l) and in - the discon^^nuaus
conduction. made =mode 2), and the constant-frequency current step-up con-
verter {FQCfl^ operating in made 1 and made 2. each sectsor^ begins with a
parameter specification sheet. These parameters were obtained from the
physical circuits and entered into the co^^uter to allow the calculation
of the various power-stage frequency-domain transfer functions. Tha
parameter sheets era fa]lawed by tabular and graphical comparisons between
the measured and calculated transfer functions of the fa^ar circuits. Included
...below each tabular comparison are the coefficients of the frequency domain
trari^i'ew^function as calcu7eted b^ tEze computer analysis program. These
coefficients are to ba placed in the 'Following equation.
ao 
^, als ^, a^s^ ....^ ansn
{a} ^.00p gain
yfl(I^,s}
I^	
^3^s^ 	 ^' ^	 1
V^(A,s}
(b} ^ui;put impedance
V^(Y^F,A,$) ..
	
REF	 ^	 ^	 vt^,AVE^,
;^	 iV^RIl^A^I^^
{o} C7osedploap gain
..	
V^(} 9s}
	
VQ(11I,A,s}	 U
	
VI	 BZ(s}	 ^	 ^	 ^,^V^
Q,AVE
{d} Audio susceptihi^ity
Figure ^,3 The configuring of the frequency dependent E^lacks within the
computer anal sis.
8 I {s} = vQ(s}/A(s}, Vi{s^,Ia(5}=g
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.	 ^ ..-,_^
^: Constant-Freg^aet^cy V^^ltage Step-Up Converter (FQVU] Operating
in tf^e Continuous Cond^c -^i on Mode (Mode 1)
converter i'requency
^., energy storage inductor
rx , winding resistance
C, ^rilter capacitor
rC , eguivalent series resistance
R^, l oad resistance
V^ , input vvl tape
v0 , output voltage
r^, saturation resistance
rp, diode ac resistance
V0 , dude ^or^card drop
10kHz
a.2a^ ^
0.016 ^
2000 ^,],F
0.19 s^
14 s^
20 V
28 V
o.l n
Q,25 ^
Qa7 V
i-I
`	 t'
,':,^
.. -.,.
	
... ..=., 
_	 .. ^.:.,	 ...^	
..	 vn., .... i.a.uw^Slv.Si ^,.1$''^t-.,. w	 .. r .,Yi^^..:	 ^. d!¢_. _- rq
	 ^.<<,
	 -	 4 .^.`^^.
	
_
i
t
3
Ca] cut aced Transfer Furtcti on
afl = 23,35
a1 = 1,0.1 8 x 1Q-2
a2 = 4,9x1 x 10-7
bfl = 1.fl
h 1
 = 1.551 x 10-3
62 = 3.052 x 10-6
60
Tab1 a 4.1
Loop Gain FQVU Mode 1 (Magnitude, g^as^}
Injected Voltage = 100 mV
Ft^^^uertcy (Hx) Me a^^ d6^° )
20' 26.2 l fl°
sa 24. E ^ -38°
10fl 22. €3 ^ -44°
14fl 20.4 / -55°
1 ^^ ^ ^ . o ^ -7a°
25fl 16.0 / -82°
40fl 71.9 f_ -9A^°
60fl 7.5 ^ -1 fl4°
a00 4.4 I -109°
100fl 2.1 / -313°
14^Ofl -1.1 / -320°
15QA. -2.2 ^ -122°
25QQ ,5, G ^ 133°
35Q(1 -7, ^ ^ -144°
500] -9, ^ ^ -155°
.,
Oalculated {d89°)
27, 3 / ..g°
'27.1 ! -26°
25.5 / -42°
24.8 / -&3°
22.3 / -74
19.0 / -8$°
^. ^ / 'nn^./t^°
^. ^ / -9fl°
5,6 L -85°
^.^ L -77°
fl.8 I -7a°
-fl,2 ^ -6fi°
-2.^ / -53°
-4.5 ^ -41°
-5,4 ^ -31°
_,
,_'j
`r; 5a
''' w
':ti
;,.	 _	 ,.
,,
..,
._	
__ __ ...	 . ......	 ....^. .._^._.._. ,__.,
	
_.^..	 ... .... ..	 ..	 M
40	 ^ 1 L^ 1 L^^3P t^A I ^ ^'D^f^ ^9AAE ^ JIJ^° 1t ^-- `^ A 9^4
— -- ^- M^AsuREO '
cn^.^u^.nr^n
24 U°
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'47
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^
^
^
^
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^
H
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-^Vp
d
L^ ,
-180°
-16
^ • f^E®UENC^
	
^flQ^ •
figure 4.4 Loop gain of aconstant-frequency voltage step -up converter operating in the continuou.
conduction mode. Power stage of figure ^.1, controller of figure 2.2.
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Ta^7^= 4.2
Output Impedance FQV^ Mode 1 (Magnitude)
Injected Y^itage = 7.0 Y	 .
Freguency (Hz^	 Measured ^dB)
	
20	 -30.0
	
60	 -29.5
	
700	 •28.4
	
i40	 -27.5
	
180	 -24.6
	
250	 -22,5
	
400
	 -27.1
Galcuiated d8)
-33.5
-32.9
-32.1
-30.8
-25.8
-27.7
-24.5
-.22.0
-28.6
-79.6
^7 9.0
•78.4
-78.3
-7 8, 2
`_	 j 600 -20.7
800 -18.8
I
7000 -i 7.5.
1400. -75.8
250Q -74.5
3500 -14.4
SQO.Q -14.4
Ca^cs^1 aced Transfer ^u^cti on
^^	 aQ = 5.036 x ]Q-7.
a7 = 1,492 x 70-3
^^^^	 I	 ^	
G
..;. , •^	 I	 a2 ^ 1, 818 x 70-
^	 ;
!^	 ^	 a3 , 1.03$ x 10"'9
.,
_	 a4 = 2.033 x 10""7 3
^	 ^
ii^
^.
^.
c
^: {
t
r^ ^*
11^^i
f.`
c.-a.crxr.^.—..—acs:rc=zw^.-.sm..+............^_... `.. __ _.
b0 = 24 35
61 ^ 4.950 x 10-2
6Z = 4,5.36 x 7Q'S
b3 = 1.474 x 10-8
b4 = 1.628 x 10-72
__. __	 -`^_.: :. ..	 ..^^^,:r1r:r3	 .^lw,L art. ^_...	 _.^._	 i.,..-	 ._	 ..,....
-l2 F 1 LE2	 []UTPl1T I MPEQRNCE F{^ilU ^90gF 1 ^IIJ^.- ^ d-7^
- - - MEASURED
CALCULATE[
-20
a
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.1
w0
ad
- 32
-4O
	
1 •	 ^R^au^r^cr ^ a o a •
Figure 4.5 Output impedance of a constant frequency voltage step-up converter operating in
the continuous conductionmode. Power stage of figure 4.1, controller of figure
2.2. Outputt impedance in d6 referenced tom
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Table 4.3
Closed -look Gain FQVU Mode 7 (Magnitude)
Infected Voltage = 104 mV
Frequency ( Hz) Measured ( dB) Calculated	 dB)
20 0,0 0,1
60 0.0 0.13
100 0.0 0.17
140 0,0 0.24
180 0,0 0.29
250 0,1 0,4
400 0.16 0,4
600 4,2] -0.,1
800 0,16 -0,9
1000 0,0 -2,1
1400 -0.7 -3,4
2500 -3,1 -6 , Z
3500 -4,7 -7,4
5000 -6,0 -8,3
Calculated Transfer Function
!^^
:.
f^
a0	 690., 3
a l 	3 ,008 x 10-1
a2 = 1,463 x 10-'
b0 = 681.9
b l
 = 3, 284 x 101
b2
	4.332 x 10_5
F 3 L^3	 ^CLOSEO La[lP OAS ^ FO'^U MC1DF i ^UL- ^ 0-78
__ ^ _ MFASi1RED ^
i
CAI.C^II.A'^^D'
-i0
4
0
E
. ^ ►-
-6
.: x	 ^	 ^	 ^
t	 .	
,,,^^,
s,..
	
^	
---.^.--_-	 -	
_	 .._^.^.,.	 g..^^ -
	
.. _ i ...... ._	
__ ._._	
--^ - ^ ,y	 - ^-
Y
-r:::
	
s
Figure 4.6 Closed-loop gain of aconstant-frequency voltage step^up converter operat^,^g in
the continuous conduction made. Paver stage of figure 4.], controller of figure
2.2d
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Table 4.4
' Audio Susceptibility FQVU Mode 1	 ( Magnitude)
injected Voltage = 500 mV
Frequency (Hz_) Measured ^ dB)
20 -25.4
60 -25.4
100 -25.4
140 -25.3
180 -25.4
250 -25.4
400 -25.1
600 -25.3
800 -25.3
1000 -25.5
j	 14017 -26.3
2500 -29.6
3500 -32.6
5000 -35,9
i
f
}
Calculated Transfer Function
a0 ^ 27.74
a l = 5.512 x 10-2
a2-4,853x10 -5
a 3 = 1.363 x 10-g
a4 = 6.188 x 10-13
b0 = 687.9
b l	= 1.386
b2 1.270 x i0-3
b 3 = 4.127 x 10-7
:^A= 4.55Sx10 -il
^^^
^^
^ f^
^.
4
t
	
^	 i.
fi^
^#
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i r
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Calculated (dB
-27.8
-27.8
-27.8
27.7
-27.6
-27.5
-27.5
-28.0
-28.8
-30.0
-31.3
-34.1
-35.3
-36.3
puaY o su^G^Pr . F®vu r^aa^ ^ uu^.- ^ a--^^_24 ^^LE4
-26
Q
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m
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-34
-38
r .^ .
i •	 FREO^E^lCY n n D,
Figure 4.7 Audio susceptibility of aconstant-frequency voltage step-up converter operating
in tt^e contiuous conduction mode. Power stage of figure 4.1, controller of figure
2.2.	 .
^::ae^^.^:•3^a;_,.,.aa^-^'.^.b:_^_:-	 ai+::.::. ^ .:i[.^+a^
	
^^^ .^ yam:—.= .._^:^.:.__._«^.^..s- a,ai . _n	
__ _
	
`—^^n;x.x 4^r _	 _ .cam.	 .,..::G..:..	 .,^-:^ki.	 _	 ...::wS^.i^.Uti^:^;c^^
Constant Frequency Voltage Step-Up Converter (FQVU} flperating^in tie
Discantinuous Conduction Mode (Made 2}
canv^rter frequency 10 EcHz
!., energy storage inductor 0.243 mM
rx , winding resistance O.OIfi s^
C, filter capacitor 2000 ^F
rc , equivalent series resistance 0.1g s^
RL , 1oad resistance 40 sa
V^, input voltage 20 V
V0 , output voltage 2•c",,2 V
r0 , saturation resistance 0.1 ^
r0 , diode ac resistance 0.25 s^
V0 , diode forward drop 0.7 st
d^
li
i
1
i
^`;
fig .
x^-
Calculated {d^,°_)
21.1 I -64°
S.^ / -^^°
5.1 / -68°
3.4 / -63°
0.9 L -5fi°
-1, 4 ,^ -45°
-2.9 / -34°
-3,5 L -26°
-4,3 / -1fi°
-4.3 / -14°
-4.5 / -9°
-4,6 / -b°
-4.6 / ^5°
'	 Tab1e 4,5
Loop Gain FQVt1 ^Sode 2 (^9agnitude, Fhase}
Infected Voyage = 100 mV
Frequency {Hz) Measured (d^,°}
'	 24 25.0 / -43°
100 11.9 / -71°
14^ 9.4 / -69°
18D 7,4 / -69°
250 5.0 / -66°
444 ^,^ / -64°
600 0.9 / -53°
800 0.0 / -57°
1004 -0.6 / -57°
1404 -1.6 / -6fi°
1604 -2.2 / -69°
2544 -3.8 / -86°
3540 -545 ^ -105°
5a44 -7. ^ ,^ -130°
Calculated Trans^Per Function
x..
fMpp'
i..^	
_..	 _.	 _,..	 ..	 _	 ..	
-.
...^ =.;-i^w.... .L.i —
	
.e....
	 .,	 r
^i
?.}
V	
•:•Py
.. 7d' x'
^.
..	 ..	 _.^..	 .. _...._...«-._....mow_ . ...^.. ___,. _...	 ^	
•_ _.
	
.......	 _ _	 .._..	 _...,. .,	 ._. ,-^M .^r.
F.
r
^o F ^ ^,^ A	 L^HP t#H I H F® yU H^IDIE 2 .^^^.— ^ ID--7^	 a°
^- -- t^asu^^
----- CAl.^U^.AT^B
20 0^
.;.^ ^
^^
.
^^
^ ^
10 _gQ^
0 -^80°
^• FR^^^^^^^	 0^d1'
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Figure 4.8 hoop gain of a constant-frequency voltage step-up converts	 operating in the
discontinuous conduction mode. Power stage of figure A^.l, controiler of figure
2.2.
Table 4.6	 .
Output Impedance F^VII Made 2 Magnitude}
Injected Voltage = 1.0 V
Fre^cy (Hz}	 Measured _(d8)
	20	 -12.0
	
50	 -1'2.i•
	100	 -12.2
	
l40	 -13.9
	
180
	
-14.9
	250	 -15,2
	
400
	
-16.1
	
600
	
-17.1
	
800	 -18.1
	
1000	 -18,4
	
1400	 -18.6
	2500	 -13.0
	
3500	 •-19,1
	
5000	 -19.1
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Calculated (d@)
t	 -
-14.3
-10.8
	
:^
_11.4
-12.4
-13.0
-14.4
-16.0
-17.2
-17.7
-18.1
-18.3
-18.6
-18.5
-18.6
Calculated Transfer Function
^^ = 9.27 ^0 = 30.26
al = 1,789 x l0
-1
b1 = 6,026 x 10-1
aZ = 6,665 x 10 5 b2 = 5,684 x 10-4'
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figure 4.9 Output impedance of a constantwfrequency voltage step-up converter operating in
the discontinuous conduction mode. Power stage of figure ^.^, controller of figure
2.2. Output impedance in d6 referenced to 1 s^.
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Table 4. 7
Gla^ed^-Loop Cain fQiCU Made 2 (Mas,^itude}
Infected Voltage = 1D4 mV i
frequency ^^^) Measured (dB} Calculated (ds)
2fl fl .1 .06-
6fl -0.1 -Q.4
100 -Q.3 -	 -1 .0
140 -fl.7 -2.0
180 -1 , l -^. 6
Z50 -1.9 -4.0
X00 -3.1 -5.6	 ^
60fl -3.9 -6,8
800 ^4.3 -7.4
1000 -4.6 -7.7
1400 -4.8 -7.g
2x00 -4,9 -8.l
3500 -5.l -8.1
5000 ^ -5,5 -8,^
Galculated Transfer function
a	 =0 864.8 b	 =0
853.Z
al = 3.286 x 10+1 bl = 8.471 x lfl-1
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figure 4.^0 Ciosec^-ioop gain of a constant-frequency v^l^age step
-up cflnver^er gpera^^ng in
the d^scontineo^s mode. Poorer stage of figure 4.^, coetr^^ler of figure 2.2.
-^ --
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Calculated (d8)
-29.5
-30.0
-30.5
-31.5
-32.3
-33.C^
-35.2
-36.4
-36.9
-37.3
-37.5
-37.6
-37.7
-37.7
Table 4.8
Audio Susceptibility ^QVI! Mode 2 (Magnitude}
Injected Voltage = 500 mV
^reguency (Hz} Measured	 dB}
20 -29.2
60 -29.5
loo -z9.7
140 -30,2
180 -.30.6
250 -31.2
4fl0 -32.1
600 -32.8
800 33,1
1000 -33.3
1400 -33.5
2500 -33.7
3500 -34.0
5000 -35.1
Calculated Transfer function
a0 = 28.84 b0 = $53.2
a 1 = 5.567 x 10-1 b1 = 16,99
a2 = 2.074 x 10
-4
b2 = 1.603 x 10_2
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-^{^
m
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_	 . ^
_?h ^ ^ ^,.
^^g^are ^.1^ Audi© snscept9bil^ty of a. constant-frequency voltage step-up converter ©perat^ng
^in the discontinuous crr^duct^on made. dower stage of figure ^.1, controller of
figure 2.2.
s^
	 	 Constant Frequency Current Step^llp Converter (FQCU) Operating in
^ the Continuous Cond^ctian Mode {^7ode 1 }
converter frequency 10 KH^
L, energh storage inductor fl.ry2ry79 m^i
r^, w^nd^ng resistance 0.02 S^
C, filter capacitor IOQO uF
rc , equiNalent series resistance O.l ^
RL : load resistance 8 ^
VI , inptdt Voltage 29^ V
V0 , output voltage l2 V
rQ , saturation resistance O.1	 st
ro , d^iade ac resistance 0,25 ^
Vp, diode forward drop 0.7 V
a7
w
78
7'a51e 4.9
Loop Gain F^CU Mode 1 (Magnitude and Rhase}
In,^ected Va7tage ^ 100 mV
frequency ^^x^^. Measured	 d8 Calculated ids_,°).,
20 29.8 / ---	 ^ 31.1 / -1°
so 30. ^ / --- 31. ^ ^ -5°
100 29.8 / --_ 37.8 ,^ ,8°
140 29,8 L --- 32.8 / -15°
1${3 29.3 / -36° 33.7 I -22°
2513 27.8 / -fi6° 35.3 f_ -54°
400 22,9 ^ -107° 29.8 L -711°
5QU 1fi .6 ^ -1Z3° 20.8 L -125°
800 11.8 ^ -130° 15.s / -123°
1000 8 . o / -130° ^ l , l ^, -^ a ^°
1400 3.7 / -131 ° 7.5 / -106°
^La00 -4, 7 / -728° 1.5 ^ -19°
3504 -8.4 ^ -127° -0.8 / -60°
5000 -12.5 ^, -128° -2.3 ^ -46°
Calculated Transfer ^uncticn
a0 ^ 35.17	 b0 = 1.0
a7 ^ 5.387 x 10
-3
	b1 a 3.54 x 1Q-4
a2 = 1,804 x ?0-7	 62 = 2,888 x 10-7
i
E
f	 `
40
32
O
a
d
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Q
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a
n
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Figure 4.12 Loop gain of aconstant-frequency current stAp-up converter operating in the continuous conductio
mode. Power stage of figure 4.2, controller of figure 2.2.
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Ta#^le 4.10
Output ImpedancE F^CO Model Magnitude)
Infected Y^ltage ^ 1.0 Y
Fre^uency^)
	
Measured _(dB )
	
20	 -47.5
	
^Li	 • 44 e 5
	100
	 -42.0
	
1441	 -39 , 0
	
180	 -37.5
	
250	 -3
jl
6
^ . 
0
	
400	 -32.5
^	 600	 -28.5
^	 800	 -26,6
	
1 Q00
	
-23.7
	1400	 -22.0
	
25Q0	 -22.9
	
3500	 -23,5
	
5000	 -23.2
i
i
^ Calculated Transfer Fu^nctien
i
i	 1
Calculated ids)
-49.5
-47,1
-44.9
-42.3
-40.5
d 37. ^
-34.0
	 _
_30.1
-27.5
-25,2
-23.7
-23.4
-23.7
w24,1
a0 = 1,182 x 10` 60 = 36,77
i	 al	 = 3,321 x 10
-4
bl = 1.875 x 10-
2
^	 a2 = 1,648 x 10`7 62 = 1,312 x 10-6
a3 = 9,37 x ld`11 L^3 = 1,823 x l0-^
a4 =
i
8.042 x l0•l5 b4 = 1.355 x 10-13
_.
^_
	
'^	 ^^
.	
-^,^'~
^^^	 `
^	 .	 °	 .	 ^	 ^	 .	 .	 ,	 ^	 -	 . -'	 ^	 .	 -	 .	 '^	 .	 ^	 '^	 .	 -
!	 '	 ^~-^	 '--`'
	
----	 -^-'	 ---	 -- ^'	 '	 ---	 --^	
--	
`-^-^	 `---^
	
`--` , ^---'	 `---
'
sable 4.11
C1QSed-cop Cain FQCU Made 1 (Magnitude)
^n^ected VQl^age = 1D0 mV
	
Freauenc	 r,^S^z)	 Measured	 dpi}
	20	 •D.5
	
6D	 -D. 5
	
100	 -D.5
	
^4a	 -D.5
	180	 RD.3
	
250	 -0.2
	
400
	
D.4
	
60D	 1.3
	
80D
	
1.0
	
1000	 -0.4
	
14DD
	
^3.8
	
2540	 -10.0
	
3500
	
-11.4
	
5000	 -12.5
i
^ Ca1 cut ated Transfer ^unci:i on
a0 = 431.1
I
^	 al = 6.485 x 10-2
`	 a2 = 2.174 x 10'6
^^
Calculated (dB)
.^^/.^1erwY-n.^. M
-D.2
-a:1^
-^D.18
-D• ^^
-0.12
-D.05
0,13
0.5
0.75
0.81
0.28
p3.0
-5, fl
-6,5
b 0 = 441.•2
b l ^ 6.882 x 10'"2
b2 = 5.631 x 10-6
..	 :s^:
:^,
— -- ^^nsuR^a
CALC^ILATEQ ^
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Figure 4.14 Closed-loop gain of a constant frequency
,
currea^t step-u^ converter operatiog
in the continuous conduction mode. Power stage of figure 4^2, contra^ler o^F
f i gurr. 2.2.
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Table 4.12 ^
,4udia 5usce^ir#bili^y FQCU Made 1 ( Magnitude} ^
. infected Valtage = 500 mV r	 ,,,
Freguen,.y_ ^Hz^ Measured ^dB; Calculated ^dB)_	 ^	 ^ -
• 24 -31.2 -31.2	 j	 !;
GO -31.2 -31.2	 ^	 ..
104 -31.2
^.
-3i .1	 -
144 -31.2 -31.1	 ` ='
-'
^^ 180 -31.2 -31.4	 ^;
' 25® -'^1.2 -31.0	
r
^`'.:
44C^ -31.4 -34.8	 ' `'
544 -3D.4 -30.5
:1
810 -30.fl -3fl.2	 ^:
.n
100 -29.4
,,
-34.1	 <:
14fl0 -28.5 -3(3.7	 `':
2500 -3fl.4 -33.9	 {	 _:
3500 -34.9 -36.4 -.^
•-	 540 p -^ 39.3 (- 37.4	 €	 -
Cal cut aced Transfer Furn:t^i an
4'
=.t 1	 a0 = 122.1 b0 = 441.2 ,,
'	 ^ ^	 a1	 = 6.161
^
x 10_
3
b1 = 2.25 x 10-1
i
',^	 ^ a2 = 4,239 x 10
-6
b2 = 1.574 x 14-4
a3 = 5,524 x 10'14 b3 = 2.187 x 10-$
4	 ! a4 = 1.779 x 10
-14 b4 = 1.626 x 10-12
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Constant Frequency Current Step -i!p Converter ^FQC^) Operating in ¢he
Di setmti nuous Conduction Mode ^ Mode 2 )
converter i•requency l0 k^ix
^., energy storage inductor .279 m^
rx , winding resistance ^	 .OZ	 sz
C, filter capacitor 1000 µF
rc , equivalent series resistance O.l	 s^
R^, load resistance l8 sa
VZ , input voltage 24 U
VO , output voltage 12,E V
r^, sat^rati on resistance O. l	 s^
rp , diode ac resistance 0.25 st
V 0 , diode fo^ard drop 0.7 i^ r
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Tah;^ 4.]3
Loop Gain rQCU Mode 2 Magnitude and Phase)
Injected Voltage _ ]00 mU
Frequency (Hz) N^asured _^dB ^°^, 4a3^c^] aced)
Zfl 27.4 % -135° 27.5 / -36°
6D 22.8 / -124° 2].Z I -65
]00 79.6 / -]fl9° ]7.8 t -7]°
140 , 16.5 / -86° ]5.7 / -74°
]$0 14.1 i -S6° 12.7 / -75°
250 10.9 '/ -87° 9.6 / -75°
800 3. fl 1 -81 ° 2.7 / -56°
8D0 0.8 / ^79° fl.6 / -61 °
1400 -3.3 / -77° -2.6 C •47°
25flD -6.6 / -76° -4.7 / -32°
35flfl -s. 6 I -80° -5. 4 / -22"
5fl00 -14.3 / -88° -5 , 8 / -17°
Ca]cu]ated 1'rans^'er Function
a0 ^ 29.68
	
b0 = 1,0
a] ^ 2.968 x 10-3
	
6 1 ^ 6.06 x 10-3
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Figure 4.16 Loop gain of aconstant-frequency current step-up converter operating in the
discontinuous conduction mode. Power stage of figure 4.2, controller of figure
2.2.
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Output Impedance FQCII Made 2 (Magnitude)
Injected llaltage = 1.0 V
^req uenc^ t Viz_}
	
Measured d8)
20
60
100
140
180
250
4110
600
800
1000
''	 ^ 400
^	 2500
3500
i
5000
,'^
j Calculated i ransfer FunctZ on
i
'	 a0 = 5.944
a l = 3.662 x 10-2
a2 = 3,602 x 10-6
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Figure 4.17 Output impedance of a constant-frequency current step-up converter operating in
the discontinuous conduction mode. Paver stage of figure 4.2, controller of
figure 2.2. Dutput impedance in dB referenced to 1 s^.
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Table 4.15
Closed-hoop Gain FQCU Mode 2 (Magnitude}
In,^ected Voltage = i00 mV
Frequency (^!z} Measured (dB) Calculated	 (dB)
za -a. 4 -Q. 4
6D -0.5 -0.43
i00 -O,fi -0.52
140 -1.0 -0.7
180 -1.3 -0.8
250 -1,8 -1.2
4oa -3.5 - 2 .0
600 -5.5 -3.4
800 -7,1 -4.5
T000 -8,5 -5.$
1400 -10.2 -6.8
2500 -i 3.0 -8, 5
35x0 -14.1 -9,T
5000 -15, S -9', 4	 '
Calculated Transfer Function
e^,
.	 a0 = 357,7	 b0 = 374,3
a 1 = 3,577 x 10-2	b1 ^ 1,101 x l0_1
0_g
12
n
w
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_a
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., ^ 1 E.E^	 ^^. €3gE^l ^..QOP ^fi ^ N ^'^CU DUDE ^ JUL- ^ 5-7^
^ '	 fItEOUENCr +10 1 °
Figure 4.78 Closed--loop gain of a constant-frequency current step-up canverter operating
in the discontinuous conduction mode. dower stage of figure 	 controller of
figure 2.2.
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Table 4.16
Audio SGSCeptibility FQCQ Mode 2 (Magnitude)
Injected Voltage W 500 mV
Frequency (Hz)	 Measured (d8)	 Calcui_ated 4dg)
20 -30.2 -29.6
60 -30.8 -29.7
100 - 31 .0 -29.7
140 -31.0 -29.9
180 - 31 .2 ^ 30.0
250 -31.4 -30.4
400 - 37 .8 - 31.2
600 -33.6 -32.6
$00 -34.1 -33.8
1000 -34.1 -35.0
1400 -35.0 -36.0
2500 -37,8 -37.7
3500 -38.8 -38.3
5000 -40.9 -38,6
Calculated Transfer Function
a0 = 12 , 36 b0 = 374.3
a l
 = 7,637 x 10-2 b1 = 2.379
a2 = 7,493 x 10
-6
b2 = 6,675 x 10-4
ri.
T26 .F I L^4 ^Ui^ I 0 ^USC^PT . 6= OCU MCl[lE ^ ^^1^^- ^ 5-78
r 30
- 3Gr0 ,^
^^
H
.^i G
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Figure 4.19 Audio susceptibility of a constant--frequency current step-up converter operating
in the discontinuous conduction mode. Power stage of figure 4.2, controller of
figure 2.2.
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Oi scussi on
Comparisons between the measured and calculated magnitude responses
demonstrate good correlation in almost all cases. Mast transfer functions
are very close at low f requencies with marked discrepan^:ies occuring on]y
at frequencies above 1 kHz. As discussed in chapter II, the power stage
transfer functions are applicable only to frequencies below half the
switching fequency, In this case half the switching frequency is 5 kHz.
It is possible that the power stage model does not approximate the system
at these higher frequencies. Amore feasible explanation lies in the
modeling of the feedback controller. The controller is modeled in
chapter II as being ideal with no frequency dependent elements. While
th75 assumption is correct when speaking of the isolated controller,
when the controller is placed in the closed--loop converter, effects due
to the pulse-width-modulation scheme are present. These effects include
sampling delays that have not been investigated or included in this thesis.
A topic far further investigation would be the more careful characterization
..^,	 of the feedback controller. Even with this simple model for the feedback
controller there is sufficient correlation between theory and experiment to
consider both to be valid research tools.
The phase measurements shown in the four loop yarn transfer functions
deviate greatly at both high and law frequencies. These discrepancies
can be attributed to the fact that the relative magnitudes of V xe and Vye
at bath high and law frequencies are separated enough to make the equation
for the calculation of phase from the three voltage magnitudes V
ze' Vxe'
and Vye very sensitive to small changes in V Xe or Vye . However, when
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VXe and Vye are of comparable amplitude, that is to say near unity gain,
the phase measurement shows good correlation with the theoretica^ phase
angle. Phase margin can thus be obtained from the measurement scheme.
:";^
T
CHAPTER W
CONCLUSIONS
Proced^^res have been presented that can be used to obtain vat i d
frequency-domain transfer functions of regulated reactor energy-storage
do-to-dc converters. The procedures presented are for the measurement
of loop gain, closed-loop gain, output impedance, and audio susceptibility.
Comparisons between results obtained by applying the physical measurement
procedures and analytical transfer functions generated by a computer
analysis program indicate that it is possible to obtain good correlation
between experiment and theory. The loop gain ^;4asurements can be used to
obtain magnitude and phase information which will provide phase margin for
regulated dc--to-dc converters. It is therefore possible to determine the
degree of stability of an existing converter. Closed-loop gain measurement
are presented in a normalized form to a17aw €meaningful comparisons between
converters operating with different output voltages or reference voltages.
Output impedance measurements give insight into the behavior of a do-ta-dc
'i^	 converter in different output environments. Procedures far the measurement
of audio susceptibility can be used to obtain quantitative data concerning
the behavior of the converter in an system having a noisy input voltage.
Audio susceptibility is also presented in a normalized fashion to allow
comparisons between converters operating at different voltage levels.
Caution must be exercised when applying the measurement procedures
because it is quite possible to obtain a completely false measurement
of a transfer function if certain portions of the procedures are ignored
or misinterpreted, An effort has been made to make these experimental
procedures as unambiguous as passible. If the steps of the procedure
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section are closely followed and all warnings and precautions are observed
true experimental data is easily taken.
The noisy switching en vi ronment i s an interesting complication of
the problem of measuring small-signal frequency-domain transfer functions.
This is certainty an area of possible application of an instrument such
as a wave ana';/zer w"? ch contains a s i nusoidal osci l l ator section that i s
tracked by a frequency-band selective voltmeter. However, this is not
the intended application of this instrument. Amore likely candidate for
use in the extraction of a small sinuoid from a noisy environment would
be a lock-in analyzer. This instrument uses a cross-correlation scheme
or similar approach to lock onto the frequency provided by a clean external
sinusoidal oscillator and then to pluck the component of the same frequency
from a waveform containing the signal plus noise, ay using a lock-in
analyzer equipped with the proper options, magnitude and phase information
can he obtained far ail of the transfer functions described in this thesis,
whereas for all practical purposes, only magnitude information i s oval 1 able
from the wave analyzer in all but one of the transfer functions.
Preliminary investigations using a lock-in analyzer instrument
demonstrate better correlation than is reported in this thesis by using
the wave analyzer, The procedures are sti 11 completely val i d and '^1-^e
lock-in analyzer can be incorporated Into the procedures with only slight
modifications,
The lock-in analyzer instrument has a major drawback in that it is
more expensive than a wave analyzer, 7t is for this reason that a Tock-in
analyzer was not available for the major portion of the research effort
covered by this thesis, To the knowledge of the author and his research
_-_	 -	 -	 __^
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associates the preliminary work conducted to date with the lock- in analyzer
is quite possibly the first application of such an instrument to the
measurement of the frequen:y-domain transfer functions in regulated do- to-dc
converters.
It is hoped that the procedures that are the principal subject of
this thesis will provide a sound base far the future measurement and
analysis of regulated do-to-dc conv^:rters. It is also hoped that these
procedures shed light into other areas of engineering where similar
nonlinearities and/or noise complicate the measurement and characterization
of systems in the frequency domain,
. ^.
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